Countermanding an action is a fundamental form of cognitive control. In a saccadecountermanding task, subjects are instructed that, if a stop signal appears shortly after a target, they are to maintain fixation rather than to make a saccade to the target. In recent years, recordings in the frontal eye fields and superior colliculus of behaving non-human primates have found correlates of such countermanding behavior in movement and fixation neurons. In this work, we extend a previous neural network model of countermanding to account for the high pre-target activity of fixation neurons. We propose that this activity reflects the functioning of control mechanisms responsible for optimizing performance. We demonstrate, using computer simulations and mathematical analysis, that pre-target fixation neuronal activity supports countermanding behavior that maximizes reward rate as a function of the stop signal delay, fraction of stop signal trials, intertrial interval, duration of timeout, and relative reward value. We propose experiments to test these predictions regarding optimal behavior.
Introduction
Inhibiting an action is one of the most basic forms of cognitive control. In studies, subjects are usually externally cued to inhibit (i.e., countermand) an action (Verbruggen and Logan, 2008c) . In the saccade-countermanding task, subjects indicate their response to a target by saccading in its direction. However, if a stop signal appears shortly after the target, the subject must maintain fixation. Neurophysiologists have recently begun to investigate such countermanding paradigms in behaving non-human primates (Munoz and Wurtz, 1992; Hanes and Schall, 1996; Hanes et al., 1998; Hanes and Carpenter, 1999; Everling et al., 1999; Paré and Hanes, 2003) . A series of studies that combine behavioral and electrophysiological measurements using this task have found the neuronal correlates of countermanding behavior in the frontal eye fields and the superior colliculus. Some (movement) neurons from these areas exhibit firing rates that ramp up over time following target presentation before a saccadic eye movement is made, while other (fixation) neurons are activated when there is maintenance of gaze, e.g., when there is successful countermanding of a saccade (Hanes et al., 1998; Paré and Hanes, 2003 , but see Hafed et al., 2009 ). For many years, the independent race model of Logan and Cowan (1984) has been regarded as the most successful in accounting for human data. To account for recent neurophysiological findings in which there is a suppression of movement neurons and reactivation of fixation neurons in cancelled trials, Boucher et al. (2007) employ the Usher and McClelland (2001) model, equivalent to an interactive race model. This model consists of two units: a "Go" unit (representing the movement neurons) that stochastically races against a "Stop" unit (representing the fixation neurons). A movement will be made to a target if the Go unit ramps up its activity over time and crosses a prescribed threshold. However, if the Stop unit can be activated by the stop signal in time to inhibit the activity of the Go unit, then fixation will persist. In this model, the Stop unit is assumed to have zero pre-target activity. However, studies have shown (Hanes et al., 1998; Wurtz, 1993a, 1993b; Paré and Hanes, 2003) that fixation neuronal activities have characteristically high firing rates during the pre-target period, which may be relevant to adaptive control and the optimization of performance in this task. Models that account for high pre-target activity, with differing levels of complexity, have only recently been developed (Wilimzig et al., 2006; Cutsuridis et al., 2007; Heinzle et al., 2007; Lo and Wang, 2007; Wong et al., 2007; Lo et al., 2009) .
There is experimental evidence that suggests that task demands can modulate pre-target activity of fixation neurons. For example, when comparing neuronal firing rates in the frontal eye fields or the superior colliculus between antisaccadic and pro-saccadic tasks, pre-target activities of fixation and movement neurons are respectively higher and lower in the control-requiring anti-saccadic task than in the pro-saccadic task (Everling et al., 1999; Everling and Munoz, 2000; Munoz and Everling, 2004) . Stuphorn and Schall (2006) have also shown that neurons in the supplementary eye field may play an important role in providing a source of executive control to countermanding saccades. Other experiments have shown that prefrontal cortical neurons, a possible source of top-down control, have pre-target activities that differ between anti-saccadic and pro-saccadic tasks and are correlated with correct and error trials (Everling and DeSouza, 2005; Johnston et al., 2009) .
In this theoretical study, we make use of the simplest model that can account for both neuronal and behavioral data: an extension of Boucher et al. (2007) that addresses pre-target fixation neuronal activity. Inspired by the above experimental results, we use computer simulations and mathematical analysis to explore this pre-target activity's influence on reward rate optimization and describe how optimality can be distinctly revealed. Finally, we propose future experiments to test for optimal behavior.
Results

A firing rate model for countermanding saccades
To construct the simplest possible model that can capture both neuronal firing rates and psychophysical data, we adopt the leaky competing accumulator network of Usher and McClelland (2001) :
See Fig. 1A . Here the threshold-linear function [x]+ = 0 for x < 0 and [x]+ = x otherwise, r MN and r FN represent population firing rates of movement and fixation neurons respectively, β MN and β FN are the effective inhibitory synaptic strengths from fixation to movement neurons and from movement to fixation neurons, σ is the magnitude of additive noise and η is a random Gaussian variable with zero mean and unit variance. I pre-target and I target are the input currents during pre-target fixation and target presentation, and I stop is the input current due to the stop signal (Fig. 1B) . The latency from target onset to stop signal onset (Fig. 1B) is defined as the stop-signal delay (SSD) and is controlled by the experimenter. Augmenting the model of Boucher et al. (2007) , we include an additional pre-target input I pre-target to account for high firing rates of fixation neurons. Such excitatory control has also been implemented in the more complex spiking network model of Lo et al. (2009) . I pre-target is chosen such that the pre-target activity of r FN is 80 Hz, matching that in Hanes et al. (1998) . Furthermore, we necessarily include a leak term to allow fixation neurons to stabilize at a high firing rate prior to target onset. (This can be seen in Eq. (1) by setting the leak −r FN and β FN r MN to be zero, in which case r FN will continue to grow.) This model, which replaces inhibitory dynamics of the interneurons by direct mutual inhibition, can be justified if we assume that the excitatory timescale τ (e.g., mediated by NMDA receptors with decay time constant of ∼ 50-150 ms) is much slower than its inhibitory counterpart (e.g., fast GABA A receptors with decay time constant of ∼5-10 ms; cf. Wong and Wang, 2006) . Following the neuronal latencies in Hanes et al. (1998) , movement neurons are assumed to respond to target onset after a delay of 100 ms and fixation neurons respond 80 ms after the stop signal appears. A saccade to the target is made if r MN (t) crosses a prescribed decision or movement threshold of 90 Hz. The reaction time (which includes the above latencies) is the time from target onset to threshold crossing time plus an additional duration of 10 ms (cf. Boucher et al., 2007) to represent the automatic and ballistic cascade of activity required for eye movement. Further details of the model parameters are given in Table 1 .
We follow Hanes et al. (1998) in labeling the types of possible trials as follows. Trials with and without a stop signal are labeled as stop-signal trials and no-stop-signal trials, respectively. Stop-signal trials can be further categorized into cancelled and noncancelled trials (also known as "signal inhibit" and "signal respond," respectively, in the literature), in which an impending saccade is cancelled (no crossing of threshold) and cancellation fails (crossing of threshold), respectively. In cancelled trials, inhibition from the fixation neurons is typically reactivated by the stop signal in time to suppress the movement neurons before they can reach threshold and fixation of gaze is maintained. In principle, in some no-stop-signal trials movement neurons may fail to reach threshold when inhibition due to high pre-target fixation activity is too strong. However, we do not observe such behavior over the range of parameters investigated here.
Figs. 1C-F and 2 show that this model can reasonably capture both the behavioral and neuronal data of Hanes et al. (1998) . We did not attempt to reproduce the phasic burst of fixation neuronal activity (Fig. 2B ) in stop-signal trials; in our model the activities approach a steady state (Fig. 2D ). Trialaveraged activity of the movement neural unit in stop-signal trials also tend to deviate from no-stop-signal trials (Fig. 2C ) early in the trial, unlike the data of Fig. 2A . This is because the activity of the movement neural unit must ramp up sufficiently slowly in order to be suppressed in time by the fixation unit in stop-signal trials (Fig. 4) .
Phase plane analysis
To further illuminate the model, we represent its dynamics in the phase space spanned by the firing rates of the two neural units. Fig. 3A shows that averaged orbits begin at stimulus onset on the lower right and traverse toward the upper left, crossing the movement threshold in no-stop-signal trials. In successfully-cancelled stop-signal trials, they turn back and travel to the right of the starting point. The fact that orbits traverse different regions of this phase space under the fixation, target and stop conditions implies that reduction to a one-dimensional driftdiffusion model, as in Bogacz et al. (2006), is impossible.
The dynamics are explained by the three vector fields of the noise-free system plotted in Figs. 3B-D, respectively showing pre-target fixation (B), target presentation (C), and target plus stop signal presentation (D). These show nullclines on which the derivatives dr FN /dt and dr MN /dt change sign, stable fixed points at their intersections, and vectors indicating the local direction and speed of orbits. In the fixation period orbits approach the stable state (r FN , r MN ) = (I pre-target , 0) (B). When I pre-target turns off and I target turns on, the vector field changes and the stable fixed point jumps to (r FN , r MN ) = (0, I target ), attracting the orbit and inducing threshold crossing (C). When I stop is applied, the orbit turns and descends to approach a third fixed point (r FN , r MN ) = (I stop , 0), remaining below threshold if the SSD is short enough (D); for longer SSDs it may still continue to rise, thus crossing threshold in a noncancelled trial. The more complex dynamics of Lo et al. 
2.3.
Reward rate: A measure of behavioral performance
The overall performance of the model is measured by the average reward rate received over a block of trials, calculated by dividing the total number of correct responses over the total time taken for the block. Correct responses are counted by summing the total number of successfully cancelled trials N canc plus the number of completed no-stop trials N no-stop .
Denoting the total time spent in a block of trials as T total , the average reward rate R is therefore
where N nonc is the total number of non-cancelled trials, mRT nonc and mRT no-stop are the mean reaction times for noncancelled and no-stop signal trials, and γ is the reward value of cancelled trials relative to that of responding correctly in no-stop-signal trials. Rewards are given only when there is a correct response in no-stop-signal trials or when there is successful cancellation of movement in stopsignal trials, and γ = 1 unless otherwise specified. The experimentally controlled nondecision time delays for cancelled (T canc ), no-stop (T no-stop ), and noncancelled trials (T nonc ) are scheduled to match those of Hanes et al. (1998) . Specifically, a successfully cancelled trial (or a no-stop trial) consists of withholding gaze at fixation point (or choice target) for a duration of T fix = 700 ms (or T target = 700 ms), while there is a timeout of T timeout = 500 ms following a noncancelled trial. All trial types have inserted an additional constant intertrial interval (ITI) of duration T ITI = 500 ms, unless otherwise specified. This particular value is selected so that the change in reaction time can have a significant effect on reward rates. We will later study the effects of longer T ITI and T timeout . Thus, T canc = T fix + T ITI , T no-stop = T target + T ITI and T nonc = T timeout + T ITI . Parameters were selected either to fit behavioral data or to be consistent with neuronal data of Hanes et al. (1998) , or both. Value of τ E obtained from NMDA receptors (Spruston et al., 1995; Hestrin et al., 1990 ).
As there is no explicit mathematical solution to the model's reward rate performance, we will first use computer simulations to search for parameters that produce optimal reward rates. Then we provide further understanding of the model behavior through mathematical analysis, with some approximations guided by results from the simulations.
Reward rate: Simulations
To understand the basic effects of varying the pre-target firing rate of fixation neurons (FN), we first examine only stop-signal trials. Fixing SSD at 169 ms, we find that increasing pre-target activity delays the rise in activity of the movement neural unit after target onset (Figs. 4A and B) . This generally slows the ramping toward movement threshold, resulting in longer reaction times in noncancelled trials (Fig. 4C ) but producing more successful cancellations (Fig. 4D) . Accordingly, there may exist an optimal pre-target FN activation at which speed is appropriately balanced with accuracy of responses (and nonresponses) to optimize reward rate (R). Next, we search for optimal reward rates under various SSDs, fixing the fraction of stop signal trials in a block at 0.25 (cf. Hanes et al., 1998) . For very short SSDs (< 50 ms), reward rates decrease monotonically with pre-target FN activity, while for long SSDs (> 150 ms) they increase monotonically (Fig. 5A) . For intermediate SSDs, reward rate is maximized at a nonzero FN activity, which grows for longer SSDs. Thus, varying SSD alone can reveal optimal countermanding behavior as a function of FN activity. We then increase the fraction of stop signal trials with fixed SSD = 100 ms. This shifts the optimal FN activity rightward (Fig. 5B) , significantly increasing the range of reward rates produced by different SSDs (Fig. 5C ). More importantly, this wider range allows reward rate slopes to change sign, producing maxima within the physiological range of FN activities.
Optimal countermanding behavior can also be brought into sharper contrast by increasing intertrial interval (ITI) or timeout duration (compare Fig. 6A with Figs. 6B and C), although the former yields much lower reward rates with less clear maxima. Finally, if the reward for canceling a response in a stop-signal trial is four times that for responding to a no-stop trial, the range of reward rates is again wider (Fig. 6D) . Thus, a judicious choice of experimental conditions can help to distinguish optimum parameter values. 
Reward rate: Analysis
To further illuminate optimal countermanding behavior, we examine the mathematical relationships between the rate of change of reward rate and the pre-target FN activity and study how this relationship is affected by the following experimental parameters: SSD, fraction of stop-signal trials (N canc + N nonc ) / (N canc + N nonc + N no-stop ), intertrial interval T ITI , timeout duration T timeout , and relative reward value of a cancelled trial γ.
Optimal reward rates can be found by finding the condition dR/ dp=0, where p denotes pre-target FN activity. We can then write dR dp = dN canc = dp
dT total dp ð4Þ where dT total dp = dN canc dp T canc + dN nonc dp ðmRT nonc + T nonc Þ + N nonc dðmRT nonc Þ dp + N no stop dðmRT no−stop Þ dp ð5Þ
Obvious inequalities in Eq. (5) are dN canc = dp > 0 ð6Þ
The first two inequalities above are due to the fact that higher pre-target FN activity can result in more cancelled trials and slower reaction times in no-stop signal trials. The third inequality is due to the definition that N stop =N canc + N nonc .
Figs. 2A and C show that higher inhibition from fixation neurons results in slower ramping of movement neurons and thus longer noncancelled reaction times d(mRT nonc ) / dp>0. In fact, Fig. 2C shows that d(mRT nonc ) / dp≈d(mRT no stop ) / dp, and we can then approximate Eq. (5) as dT total dp c dN nanc dp
Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (4), we have T 2 total dR dp c dN canc dp T total − dN canc dp According to inequalities (7) and (8), the first term on the right of Eq. (10) is always positive while the third term is always negative. The second term can be reduced to −(dN canc /dp) (γN canc + N no stop ) (T fix − mRT nonc −T timeout ), such that its sign is strictly dependent on the sign of the factor (T fix − mRT nonc − T timeout ). If we use the values of T fix = 700 ms and T timeout =500 ms as in Hanes et al. (1998) , then this term can either be positive or negative, depending on the noncancelled mean reaction time mRT nonc . We shall now examine dR/dp under different experimental conditions. Case 1 (mostly no-stop signal trials):
When there are more no-stop-signal than stop-signal trials, N stop << N no-stop ≈ N total , and Eq. (10) becomes T 2 total dR dp cN no−stop dN canc dp
For very short SSD, most of the stop-signal trials are cancelled trials. This implies N nonc << N canc ≈ N stop . More importantly, Fig. 2D shows that dP canc /dp = (1/N total )(dN canc /dp) > 0 can be very small due to a ceiling effect. Then the first term in Eq. (11) is small and dR/dp can be negative, as found in our simulation studies. This will not occur with longer SSDs. Case 2 (mostly stop-signal trials):
If most of the trials are stop-signal trials, then N no-stop << N stop ≈ N total , and Eq. (10) becomes T 2 total dR dp c dN canc dp
with relative reward rate γ = 1. As mentioned in Case 1, for very short SSD, N nonc << N canc ≈ N stop , and both terms on the right of Eq. (12) can be small since both dN canc /dp and N nonc are small. On the other hand, for very long SSD, most stop signal trials are actually non-cancelled trials, i.e., N canc << N nonc ≈ N stop . Furthermore, dN canc /dp is no longer small. So, we have T 2 total dR dp c dN canc dp
and this result of positive slope is confirmed by our simulations. Case 3 (longer T ITI , T timeout , or larger γ):
Up to this point, we have fixed the ITI and timeout to be 500 ms, and relative reward rate γ to be 1. However, these parameters are set by experimentalists (e.g., duration of timeout is specifically set to discourage impulsive inaccurate responses from subjects). In Eq. (10), T ITI and T timeout are implicit in the first and second terms on the right through T total and T nonc , respectively, which contribute positively to dR/dp. Thus, increasing ITI or timeout can allow optimal behavior to exist even for small SSDs or very few stop signal trials. Finally, if the reward value for a cancelled trial is higher than that of a no-stop signal trial (γ > 1), then it generally contributes to a more negative reward rate slope (mainly through the third right term in Eq. (10)). The range of reward rates can then be larger and optimal countermanding will become more distinctive. These results are supported by the simulations described above.
Discussion
Summary of results
We have extended the modeling work of Boucher et al. (2007) to include the pre-target activity of fixation neurons. Constrained by the data of Hanes et al. (1998) , using computer simulations and mathematical analysis, we searched for conditions under which optimal countermanding behavior can occur as a function of pre-target FN activity. Our results show that this is most clearly observed when a small fraction of the trials are stop-signal trials, there are low SSDs, and higher rewards are offered for cancelled than for no-stop trials. In principle, increasing ITI has a similar effect, but it can cause overall reward rates and the range of achievable reward rates to decrease, so that optima become difficult to distinguish. Although our parameter values were based mostly on Hanes et al. (1998) , we expect our general results to hold for other parameter regimes (e.g., with human data), as shown in our analysis. A key assumption in this study is that the pre-target FN activities can vary depending on task demands. Due to recurrent inhibition, the dynamics of movement neurons can therefore be indirectly controlled. This means that pretarget activity of fixation neurons may provide a measure of the level of cognitive control. During the epoch between target and stop signal onset, we allow the activity of fixation neurons in our model to decay at a constant rate toward baseline, irrespective of their initial firing rate level. This implies that the higher this activity is, the more the ramping up activity of movement neurons will be temporally shifted and delayed, as shown in Figs. 4A-C. In fact, the size of this temporal shift is ∼Δexp(−t/τ E ), where Δ is the change in the pre-target FN activity.
Although cognitive control in our model is implemented somewhat similarly to the independent modeling study of Lo et al. (2009) , our simple model does not require temporal jitter in the offset of the fixation neuronal activities and additional neuronal/synaptic nonlinearities to account for both the neuronal and behavioral data. Furthermore, with considerably fewer parameters, our model is perhaps also more amendable to Bayesian approaches in which the priors can be directly linked to the pre-target activity of fixation neurons.
Experiments for exploring optimal countermanding
Our optimal reward rate curves are not as striking as those for the two-alternative forced-choice task paradigm studied in Bogacz et al. (2006) . Their optimal reward rate distinctly drops as the decision threshold increases whereas in our study, it does not decrease steeply as pre-target FN activity increases.
The main reason for this in the countermanding paradigm is that accuracy changes more than reaction time, since the latter does not vary significantly. Our results suggest that increasing the timeout duration or the reward value of cancelled trials shape the conditions under which optimal countermanding behavior occurs. Perhaps making the countermanding task more difficult (Logan, 1981 (Logan, , 1983 (Logan, , 1985 Logan and Burkell, 1986; Verbruggen and Logan, 2009 ) would help increase overall reaction times and allow more distinctive optimal behavior to be observed. A more interesting experiment may be to implement countermanding of two-alternative forced-choice tasks in non-human primates.
Future work
Alternative controlling mechanisms were not considered in this work. One such mechanism may be active suppression of MN activation (via FN) after target onset. Another is adaptation of movement or decision thresholds (Bogacz et al., 2006) . Although these neural mechanisms differ from our proposals, we expect their behavioral effects to be similar. In future work, it may be worthwhile to compare our simple model to more complex models (Frank, 2006; Heinzle et al., 2007; Lo et al., 2009) . learning may be involved to optimize countermanding behavior (Liddle et al., 2009 ). In Wong et al. (2007) , a simple leaky linear integrator added to our model suffices to reproduce the covariation of response time with the fraction of stop trials (Schall et al., 2002, Fig. 3 ). It will thus be interesting to implement the full performance-monitoring-adjustment mechanisms similar to Schall and Boucher (2007) .
Experimental procedures
The Euler-Marayama method (Higham, 2001 ) with an integration time step of 0.1 ms was used in computer simulations when integrating the stochastic differential Eqs. (1-2) ; smaller time steps did not change the results. When plotting the activity time course, 5,400 independently simulated realizations (trials) were averaged to produce the data. When plotting the reward rate figures, a data point for a set of model parameters was obtained by first simulating separately nostop trials and stop-signal trials and then combining these to calculate the reward rate using Eq. (3). Simulation code was written in Matlab and run on a Linux workstation. Phase plane analysis was performed using the software XPPAUT.
